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• CHRISTMAS is a time -hen our thoughts turn to the Prince of Peace . But what does it mean t o
folloa the Prince of Peace? Can we be content with the picture of the infant only ?

Or must we look to the man Jesus to find adequate understanding of how he was the prince of
Peace and why his teachings have relevance to our contemporary sit uation ?

LISTEN

	

"To the Christian the , principle which is abhorrent in the testing of the hydroge n
bomb is not only its possible genetic and other effects upon the human race . It i s

a profounder principle than that . It is the idea that peace - in our time or any other - can
rest upon the threat or the fear or the o"mership of naked force . That is needed, . in fact, i s
not the constant testing of bigger and better hydrogen bombs but an act of faith e-hich state s
quite simply that a Christian country must. rely upon different weapons altogether . 'The weak-
ness of God is stronger than men' and the moral and spiritual poser is the only deterrent wort h
trusting ."

	

-- Father Trevor-uuddleston, English Anglican pries t

IS M

	

"The problem is whether man, with'his irrationality, and his murder, is not obsolete .
OBSOLETE? A species given to such deadly games can hardly survive the invention of weapons s o

destructive . This is the situation which faces mankind but there is little si gn tha t
human leadership is facing up to it . On the other side of the current Great Divide (there i s
one in every generation), the Russians in the age of the Sputnik are as ludicrously obsessed with
Turkey as the Czars were a hundred years , ago in the age of the gunboat. On our side there . are no
signs of any but small minds at work . The notion that the future of humanity now depends o n
finding a ;gay of teaching it to live together is the No . 1 task of our time . One looks for i t
In vain on any of . the agendas ."

	

--- I . F. Stone's 'VEE'1Y, Nov . 4, 1957

CAN NE .

	

"If we are going to take advantage of the assumption that all people want peace, then
OPEN` A

	

the problem is for people to get together and to leap governments - if necessary evade
?JAY?

	

governments - to work out not one but thousands of methods by which . people can gradegrad-
rial 1. i l earn . a little bit more of each other

	

to help build +1 road to an enduring

NO PAPER • General Omar Bradley gave an address on .November 5th at St . Alban's School in Washing+-
P'JBLIS7ET ton, D . C . The General said that science has placed mankind in an "ironic" crisis in
T3E TEXT that "we are staving off the ultimate threat of disaster" by inventing arms which ar e

even more "ultimate and disastrous ." "Rave we already gone too far in this search for
peace through the accumulation of peril? Is there any '"ay to halt this trend - or must we paash
on with new devices until we inevitably come to judgment before the atom? I believe there is a
way out . And I believe it because I have acquired in my lifetime a decent respect for hae
intelligenc e

"If I am sometimes discouraged, it is not by the magnitude of the problem, but by cur colos.
sal indifference to it. I am unable to understand why - if me are willing to trust in reason a s
a restraining on the use of a ready-made,ready--.to-fire bomb - we do not make greater, more dili-
gent and more imaginative use of reason and human intelligence in seeking an accord and. coulpromts3
which will make it possible for mankind to control the atom and banish it as an instrument of
war . . .

"Unless we get started soon, it may be too late . . . . "

NEI WEAPONS Some time ago, British Defence Minister Douglas Sandys announced a new militar y
NE? POLICY policy : "We decided not to defend the whole country, but to defend only our bomber

bases . "

Commander Sir Stephen King-Hall, lecturing to Navy, Army, and Air Force officers in London ,
on October 9th, restated the policy in more understandable terms : "There is no known method of
defending the UK against H-bomb attack . We must concentrate our defences to defend our air-
fields and what the public must realise is that whilst they are being incinerated - or very
shortly afterwards if all goes well - a very large number of Russians will be in close pursui t
to wherever your after-life may be . "

BASIC

	

If ye editor is correct, a basic assumption upon which America operates today, an
ASS7MPTION assumption which has not been examined with sufficient vigor, is that we are in the

present mess, since the advent of Sputnik I on October 4th, because we have not been
pursuing scientific research with enough devotion, manpower, and money . There Is no secret abou t
the arms race. "Steps are hastily taken to recover the armament lead most Americans complacently
sup)osed they already possessed," wrote Richard Strout in the Monitor, November 30th .

IS THIS

	

"To me it is a source of amazement that there are still people who see the escap e
SOUND?

	

from this . danger in the continued multiplication of the destructiveness and speed
of delivery of the major atomic weapons."

-- George Kennan, former ambassado r
to Russia

peace ."

	

-- Dwight D . Eisenhower



A CLOSER.

	

A number of students have examined society and found much deeper causes for ou r
LOOK

	

present international situation ahere we are frightened b y. the monsters our mind s
have created . Among them is the psychiatrist, 'Trich Fromm :

"In spite of the fact that everybody reads the daily paper religiously, there is an absenc e
of understanding of the meaning of political events which is truly frightening, because our in-
telligence helps us to produce weapons which our reason is not capable of controlling . Indeed ,
we have the know-how, but we do not have the know-why nor the know-what-for . "

-- The Sane Society, page 72

BEWARE then, lest the effort to strengthen science teaching in our schools be just one mor e
means of compounding our difficulties . "The vital question is, What kind of speed up

program are we going to have? Are we to respond with our glands, our scientific brains, with

our vast wealth, with a crash program to produce ever more terrible instruments of mass destruc-
tion?

"Or, are we to respond with our hearts, with our spiritual brains, with a new dedicatio n
to an intensive program of service to all mankind, and to peace ?

"The only rational reaction to Sputnik is an intensive, positive program for clearer worl d
understanding, basic justice, better world organization, real disarmament and peace . The tre-
mendous gap between our marvelous scientific advances and our lagging social and moral attain-
ments needs to be reduced, not increased . . . .

"But even more imperative in this hour is basic research in the social sciences, seekin g
to discover and understand as never before all the multiple and complex factors - psychologi c al ,
sociological, economic, political and historical - which have produced wars through the cen-
turies, even two terrible world wars in our on generation . "

-- Mark R. Shaw in Peace Action, Nov., 1957

ACTION 1 . Write this Congressman! Congressman Porter has introduced H.R. 8269 which reads a s
follows :

L

"To prohibit further testing by explosion of nuclear devices so long as all other countrie l

refrain from exploding such devices .

"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of Americ a
in Congress assembled, That, notwithstanding any other provision of law, no device designed t o
produce a nuclear explosion shall be tested by explosion by . the Government of the United State s
until such time as the Atomic 'nergy Commission shall re port to the President that a nuclea r
explosion has occurred on or after the date of enactment of this Act and that such explosio n
was not the result of any activity of the Government of the United States . The report of the
Atomic Energy Commission as well as the evidence upon which it is based shall be published i n
the Federal Register within fifteen days after such Commission has made such a report to th e
President . "

ACTION 2 . Write this Senator! Senator Wayne Morse introduced Senate Resolution 173 on July 3 1
calling on the President "to obtain the prompt and concurrent cessation of furthe r

testing of nuclear bombs by the US, the Soviet Union and Great Britain until an internationa l
committee of recognized scientists can at least determine the extent of the danger from radio -
active fall out . "

New US tests are scheduled at Eniwetok in the spring of 1958 . Because of the Senat e
adjournment, it will not be possible for action to be taken on the Morse resolution unti l
January . Said Senator Morse, "I rest my resolution also on moral grounds . I do not believe
our nation or any other nation can justify, on moral grounds, a continuation of the testing o f

nuclear weapons . "

"The verdict of history -ill be against us if we continue such testing, and I be-
lieve our generation will go dorm in history as an immoral generation if we continue the test-
ing . . . ."

	

-- peace News, Nov . 8, 195 7

ACTION 3 . Why not develop a list of ten or more friends_ - school teachers, clergymen, others -
to whom you '-'ould be willing to send reprints, say once a month, on matters of vital

interest to you, and whether they know it or not, to them . The Schweitzer Statement might b e
a good starter . NYSPC will have suggestions each month, and can order reprints for you . Wil l
you write us about details of this kind of Peace Activity ?

INSTITUTE February 14-16 - at Syracuse . Harrop Freeman . and Bayard Rustin will be part of th e
faculty .
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